TumbleBookCloud is a collection of ebooks— in a WIDE range of reading levels, and several unique formats— designed for kids and teens, from grades 7 to 12.

www.TumbleBookCloud.com
Username: Kentucky
Password: login

TBC BOOKS:
- Graphic Novels
- Enhanced Novels
- Hi-Lo Fiction
- YA/Teen Fiction
- Classic Literature
- Drama and Poetry
- Audio Books
- National Geographic Videos
- Non-Fiction

TUMBLEBOOKCLOUD is Easy to Use:
- It's accessible on ANY device!
- Unlimited, remote access!
- Always available online!
- No check-out times or downloads.

BROWSING and READING:

Home Page: The TBC home page shows a preview of our categories, and it’s a great spot to look for brand new titles! You can choose a specific book or hop to a specific category using one of the red category links throughout the body of the page, or by clicking on one of the colorful tabs near the top of the page.

Category Page: Categories are set-up like the home page. Though now you’re shown subcategories. For instance, “Teen” and “Middle School” are subcategories of Graphic Novels. You can select one of these options or click the “View All Titles” button on the top right to see all available books in the category.

Individual Books: Once you’ve chosen a book to read, just click on the book cover! You’ll be taken to a page where you can read more about the title: the description, author, and reading level, set the book as a “Favorite”, and of course, click on the “Read Online” button!

Book Formats: Our books come in multiple formats and are highly intuitive. Our Fiction, Non-fiction, and Graphic novels sections are all “read on your own”. The Enhanced Ebooks feature full text and audio narration. Finally, the Audio Books are just that... audio! Listen at your leisure.
KEY FEATURES:

- **TumbleSearch**: Here, you can search by title, author, keyword, reading level, or genre! The system uses an auto-fill code to help students get the correct spelling. It’s a great way to find a new book, or take a short-cut to a book you want to pick back up again.

- **My Favorites**: Users can set up a list of “My Favorites”, which only they can see, so they can easily return to books they’re reading, or save books they’re interested in reading later! (Favorites are saved as cookies on their individual device).

- **Multiple Formats**: Many books are available in multiple formats for maximum readability: Enhanced Novels, Audio Books, Ebooks, and Graphic Novels. Check out classic Shakespeare plays like King Lear, Merchant of Venice, and Romeo and Juliet!

- **AP English**: This new section provides access to curriculum books in one convenient area. Plus, the books listed often offer multiple formats for readers to choose from: audio-only, text-only, Enhanced Ebooks, or graphic novels!

- **Hi-Lo Books**: Our Fiction and Enhanced Ebooks sections contain hundreds of hi-lo titles, perfect for reluctant readers. There are books suitable for both high school and middle school-aged readers.

- **Enhanced Ebooks**: These special texts combine audio narration and highlighted text so students have the option to follow-along as the book’s read aloud! It aids in comprehension and is especially useful with our Shakespeare texts, and for our ESL or Reluctant Readers.

**NEED MORE HELP?**

Contact us at info@tumblebooks.com if you need some help navigating the site, or if you’re looking for some tips and tricks on finding the best book for you or your students!